Greater St. Louis Area Council

Boy Scouts of America

Kernel Popcorn Skit
The following is a skit that Popcorn Chairman can use at the unit popcorn kick-off
Please update the script with unit specific information.
Props: White Board, Popcorn Helmet, Camouflage Outfit, Sunglasses, Pointer
Popcorn Chairman: (Kernel Popcorn) At ten HUT!
Form Ranks for Uniform Inspection
¾ (single out full uniformed scouts)
At Ease
Men, you have completed various training assignments, advanced in ranks, secured pins,
awards, and belt loops. I am proud of your accomplishments. Your parents are proud.
Your fellow scouts are proud. But we are not done. We have yet another mission. We
are surrounded by enemy fund raising efforts. We will not succumb to their weak efforts.
No, we shall be victorious in delivering necessary sustenance to the popcorn- deprived
citizens in our community.
(On the white paper, draw map of your targeted customers)
¾ Neighbors
¾ Friends
¾ Family Members
¾ Relatives
Every mission must have a goal. Our goal is to exceed last years record popcorn sales of
$x,xxx. Every individual effort is important to our success. Leave no scout behind. If
every scout carry’s his weight of selling 25 items, we could generate over Fill in unit
projection (Project $200 per Scout in Unit) in sales.
There is a great reward for those who participate. All those who fill up an entire take
order form in the first week will get a special popcorn patch. Scouts who accomplish this
task will have a chance to win a Sports Package or Back Pack.
For those few brave souls that storm the beaches, knock on the doors, run down the
sidewalks, call your aunts and uncles and sell the most popcorn, there are special prizes
for the top sellers.
This mission gets underway on Sale Start Date and needs to be completed by Sale End
Date. There will be no scouts allowed to advance before the targeted deployment.
So, scouts, I just have one question for you. Can you sell more popcorn than last year?
All those that are with me, please rise and join me in our scout promise as a sign of your
commitment to this mission.
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